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• These next 60 seconds: 

✓ 7,600 parcels ordered and shipped in Europe alone

✓ 162 new users register on Alibaba

✓ 400 people get their first Smartphone – i.e., access to the global shopping mall

✓ There are 350,000 Tweets

✓ So much video is downloaded it would take you 23 years to watch it

• Drivers of these trends were only starting 10 years ago, in 2008

✓ Twitter was turning 2

✓ YouTube was a 3-year old

✓ Alibaba had 4 million users, when today it has 500 million

✓ First iPhone had come to market 10 months ago

• Technologies transform trade the way Mike went bankrupt in Hemingway’s book 

The Sun also Rises: “First gradually, then suddenly”

• I argue: Today’s incipient technologies will revolutionize players, patterns, and 

possibilities of world trade – for the better 

Think Where We Will Be in 2028 When….



Who Exports? Almost No-One

Source: Enterprise Surveys and eBay (2016).

% of companies that export



Source: Enterprise Surveys and eBay (2016).

Ecommerce Is Killer App for World Trade

% of companies that export



Ecommerce Sellers Export Everywhere

Source: Enterprise Surveys and eBay (2016).

Number of export markets



Source: Suominen (2017).

Ecommerce Alchemy

% of companies that export

• Visibility, trust



From Long Tail to Fat Tail

Top 5% 

• Old trade: largest 5% 

firms originated 80-90% of 

exports

• New trade: largest 5% 

originate 30% of exports

• Meaning: small business trade 

will matter more than ever 

before



Intermediated Trade to Direct Trade



3bn New Netizens: New Smartphone Subscriptions

1.6bn in 

APAC

Source: Ericsson.



New eTail Shoppers

• “Mobile first” now also 

true in B2B shopping

• For Trade:
• More sellers & buyers

• More corridors

• More product varieties



Larger Feasible Market  More Export Products

Number of Products Exported (when Trade with W. Europe opened)



Old Globalization: iPhone



Old Globalization: “Made in the World”



New Globalization



New Globalization

• How could this not spread? 
• Lower production, inventory, & shipping costs: savings conservatively 50%

• Huge efficiencies – plastic braces: used to take 13 min. to make 1, now 5 min. to make 7 

• Volvo engines: time to manufacture down from 36 days to 2 days, 94% gain



Global  Local  Supply  Chains
AT RISK:

• 41% of air cargo

• 37% of container trade

• 25% of trucking

Source: Pricewaterhouse Coopers (2015). 



New Globalization

• “Apple Manufacturer Foxconn to Fully Replace Humans With Robots” – Digitimes, 2016

• Future: localized, 3D printer- & robot-driven mass-customized manufacturing: some trade 

vanishes, much of trade changes – much more trade in digital services, intangible products



New Automated & Digitized Physical-Financial 

Supply Chain



Can we in 10 years ask -

“What’s 

That?”



• Combat the “Splinternet” 

✓ Educate policymakers about negative impacts of 21st century “tariffs and 

standards”: limits to cross-border data flows, and divergent national 

digital regulations that make it hard for SMEs to operate across markets 

• Push for adoption and diffusion of technologies

✓ All technologies discussed here become more valuable only when 

network of users expand

✓ Diffusion of technologies critical for developing countries to keep 

converging their incomes with advanced economies

• Silo-bust - think systems not sectors

✓ Ecommerce, blockchain, smart contracts, etc. are ecosystem 

technologies – impactful when the ecosystem of corporates, shippers, 

customs, banks, FinTechs, ecommerce platforms, payment platforms, 

etc. interoperate 

✓ We need to become like Millennials: love to work in interdisciplinary 

teams across sectoral silos

What We Need to Do to Deliver This World?



“In the end, every device that lightens human toil and increases production is 

a boon to humanity. 

It is only the period of adjustment, when machines turn workers out of their 

old jobs into new ones, that we must learn to handle them so as to reduce 

distress to the minimum.” 

– U.S. Secretary of Labor James J. Davis, 1927

Don’t Worry about Jobs: 

We’re in Yet Another Era of Adjustment, Not of 

Joblessness



Thank you

kati@nextradegroupllc.com

Stay tuned for new book, Making Trade Great Again: 

How Disruptive Technologies Open Opportunity for All 

(Stanford University Press, forthcoming in 2018)
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